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Since the so-called phase one of the Coronavirus pandemic, media professionals

have shown great attention to communication about the epidemic, so much

so that a “glottology of COVID-19” has even been advocated to reflect on

war metaphors referring to the disease. Despite media solicitations, however,

reflection on communication at the time of COVID was not immediately the

subject of linguistic analysis, at least in the Italian context. However, the issue of

the relationship between language and culture, society, and thought has recently

been explored in the face of the limitation of only formal analyses on language at

the time of COVID. In the first stage, it quickly became apparent that the people

in charge of institutional communication were used to talking mostly with experts

on public health problems or research results, without the necessary training to

modulate their language according to the degree of specialization of the audience.

Instead, it is currently possible to detect an improvement in communication

skills, and to observe the emergence of opposing factions with respect to the

new resources of both preventive and therapeutic medicine, respectively the

pro-vax and no-vax movements. These issues have been the focus of many

Italian TV talk shows, such as the program “Non è l’Arena.” In the episode of

9/25/21, which is the subject of this article, the positions expressed in favor of one

argument or the other would seem to adopt di�erent mechanisms for managing

the epistemic mode of certainty/uncertainty, such as semantic-syntactic and

rhetorical-pragmatic devices, as well as conversational moves. This paper is aimed

at describing themanagement of certainty/uncertainty in amedia context through

the qualitative fine-grained analysis of the interactional exchanges between host

and representatives of opposite views in the dual theoretical framework of classical

rhetoric and conversational analysis (CA), which, although starting from di�erent

scientific paths, share the vision of the centrality of speech in human action. The

CA analysis indicated that, whilst the interviewer maintained a neutral stance in

conducting the interview, he showed a position of a�liation toward the doctor

who recommended therapies not in line with the Italian medical guidelines. This

was evident through the space provided to him to explain his expertise, as well

as through the repetition and emphasis of the evaluative elements expressed. The

rhetorical analysis, focusing on the participants’ ethos, reveals that the interviewer

deliberately intervened in the construction of the epistemic authority of the

representatives of the two positions. The rhetorical analysis, focusing on the ethos

of the three participants in the interaction, shed light on selected strategies and

argumentative chains used to gain credibility and to prevail in the discussion. The

linguistic-rhetorical mechanisms used do not pertain to the field of dialectical

discussion and aim at a direct attack on the opponent’s thesis. Nevertheless,

the clash remained balanced without any epistemic authority overpowering the

other: both the rhetorical and conversation analyses demonstrate a polarized

dialogue, wherein the two sides are portrayed as representatives of two distinct

and incompatible perspectives.
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1. Introductory remarks

This study will analyse, from both a rhetorical research and
conversation analysis (CA) perspective, how the degree of certainty
of scientific knowledge is made to descend from the epistemic
authority of the person who expressed it, according to what was
called the sophisma auctoritatis by the scholastics, and which Cicero
summarized in the formula ipse dixit.

The cultural and historical context taken into consideration
is that of the recent COVID-19 pandemic in Italy. Our country
was the first in the West to cope with the spread of the virus,
and the National Health System was faced with an emergency
for which it had no resources (Fanelli and Piazza, 2020). In this
dramatic situation, the choice of the Italian government was to
make legislative interventions aimed at containing the pandemic
based on the indications of a committee of experts, known as
the Scientific Technical Committee (STC). In the first months of
the spread of the contagion, the choices to counter its advance
were mainly oriented toward the containment of contacts, with
the forced closure of unnecessary commercial activities and the
restriction of population movement. Especially during the initial
phase of the pandemic, due to the absence of therapies and vaccines,
the voice of experts’ stimulated very conflicting discussions and
debates on the therapies to be used to combat the virus. The media
gave space to virologists, epidemiologists, immunologists, and a
myriad of experts who, with sometimes problematic results in terms
of communication, quickly moved from therapeutic practice and
research to the role of communicators (Orletti, 2022a). Analogously
to what occurred in the early 2000s in the case of SARS, the viral
pandemic spread parallel to a worldwide “information epidemic”
or “infodemic” (Rothkopf, 2003), which has seen an alternation of
scientifically well-founded news and fake news about COVID-19
adversely impacting healthy attitudes and behaviors and further
diminishing trust in science, institutions, and traditional media
(Scardigno et al., 2023).

In Italy, as infection increased and the forces in themedical field
dwindled due to the spread of the virus even among practitioners,
the regional authorities recalled retired medical personnel and
adopted the intervention of doctors without specific training in
epidemiology to counter the advancing epidemic. In the absence
of a certain orientation supported by science regarding therapeutic
indications, the role of expert was therefore filled by doctors who
are specialists in the most varied fields, and the most varied—
at times even debatable—treatments were put forward in the first
phase of the pandemic. A distinction emerged between those
who are experts by institutional decision, such as the members
of the Scientific Technical Committee, or by a specific cursus

honorum, and those who are experts by ability. This distinction
had already been outlined by Eyal (2013, p. 869) according to
whom we can speak of “experts” and “expertise”, namely of
“professionals recognized as being ‘experts’ and professionals who
are not (necessarily) recognized as being ‘experts’ but who have the
capacity to do so”. Defining what and how much expertise makes
a professional an expert has become one of the problems faced not
only by the population but also by the authorities themselves in the
face of the virus outbreak.

In our study, based on the analysis of an interaction fragment
from the talk show “Non è l’arena”, we will investigate the
construction of the identity of an interaction participant as

someone who has the expertise to deal with and treat cases of
contagion, although he is not necessarily an expert, i.e., he is not
a virologist nor a member of the Italian STC. We will see how
interactants use a wide variety of attributes, ranging from university
education to family culture, to define one of the participants as a
suitable professional to treat cases of COVID 2019 infection, and
to consider the therapies he has prescribed as valid. In line with
the theoretical framework of CA adopted in this first part of the
article, we will illustrate how within the interactional exchange
his “expertise” is shaped and how his presence in a mediatic
public debate between “experts” on valid COVID treatments is
progressively negotiated and legitimized (sections 2, 3, 4). In the
second part (sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), we will propose a complementary
interpretation of the strategies employed by the participants to
build credibility and gain the audience’s trust, focusing on the
rhetorical concept of ethos, in Aristotelian terms, the persuasiveness
of a person’s character (Aristotle, 1959; Rhetoric 1356a—henceforth
Rhet.). This perspective of analysis appears most useful in the
cultural and historical context taken into consideration here,
given the persuasive force of the speaker’s ethos in situations of
uncertainty. As Aristotle stated, the character is persuasive if the
speech is presented in such a way that the speaker appears credible,
because “We believe good men more fully and more readily than
others: this is true generally whatever the question is, and absolutely
true where exact certainty is impossible and opinions are divided”
(Rhet. 1356a).

2. Conversation analysis and identity

In all our interactions, we classify ourselves and others into
social categories: This activity allows us to relate participants to
the actions performed, to give meaning and significance to what
is happening based on practical reasoning criteria. Sacks focused
the attention of the early CA on this phenomenon and developed
the so-called “membership categorization analysis” in the 1960s
to study the principles and methods that participants use to
socially categorize themselves, as well as others, and any element
of reality through language. This continuous categorization activity
leads people to place elements of reality into “collections of
things” such as, for example the category of “family” or that
of “young” or “old.” Belonging to a certain category results
in the possession of a certain set of traits that Sacks calls
“category-bound features”, which are common to all members
of the category. Alongside this more formal and programmatic
approach in dealing with the theme of identity construction
by means of linguistic choices, a strand that will develop with
a life of its own beyond the analysis of interaction (Hester
and Eglin, 1997), Sacks shows how identities emerge through
interactional sequences, that is they are “occasioned” by these and
at the same time influence the development of the interaction in
progress; in other words, they have “procedural consequentiality”
on what takes place (Schegloff, 1992). An example of this way
of conceiving identity can be found in a lecture on 11 March
by Sacks (1992). Here, the sociologist shows how in the way
food is offered and in the insistence used to respond to the
recipient’s obstinate refusal of the offer, the identity of the recipient
is delineated as a fragile person in need of attention and care,
a person who is elderly or otherwise unable to take care of
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himself. This focus on identity as constructed through the course
of interaction, in which participants select from the external
context only what they consider relevant, will return later in
Schegloff (1987, 1991, 1992) devoted to the relationship between
interaction and the external social context. An attempt to synthesize
ethnomethodological and conversationalist perspectives in identity
analysis is proposed by Antaki and Widdicombe (1998, p. 3). The
authors elaborate a list of five tenets that come into play while
analyzing the identity of a subject, be it the speaker, or the person
being addressed:
- “for a person to ‘have an identity’- whether he or she is the
person speaking, being spoken to, or being spoken about- is to
be cast into a category with associated characteristics or features;

- such casting is indexical or occasioned;
- it makes relevant the identity to the interactional business
going on;

- the force of ‘having an identity’ is in its consequentiality in
the interaction;

- all this is visible in people’s exploitation of the structures

of conversation.”

As the aforementioned authors themselves point out, all these
tenets are not always in place in every analysis, but in their totality,
they reflect the way CA and ethnomethodology deal with the notion
of social identity not as something derived from external reality but
as a product of interaction.

3. The analyzed extract

The analyzed extract is from the Italian programme “Non
è l’arena”, hosted by Massimo Giletti, which deals with current
topics through news reports and a talk show with various guests.
The debate during the programme is generally oriented toward
the presentation of often strongly conflicting positions. There is
a tendency to confront supporters of opposing stances and the
broadcast unfolds as a verbal duel between the contenders.

The broadcast under analysis, which took place on 29
September 2021, deals with the controversy and clashes of opinion
on effective therapies to combat COVID-19 infection.

The guests invited to the television studio are Dr. Stramezzi, a
doctor who has no specific training in the field of epidemiology,
but has, on his side, the reputation of having treated thousands
of people, Dr. Pregliasco, considered an authority in the field, and
Senator Vittorio Sgarbi, art historian and art critic, known for his
polemical trait in debates, but who, as he himself will state, has no
expertise on the subject under discussion.

The extract is transcribed using Jefferson notation (Jefferson,
2004), which is the system universally used by those who follow a
conversational approach.

4. Analysis

4.1. The meaning of being an “expert”: the
role of educational career in Stramezzi’s
words

In Extract 1, from the very first turns, the presenter makes Dr.
Stramezzi’s professional identity relevant by asking him to clarify

whether he is a doctor or a dentist. For readers unfamiliar with the
Italian system, it is worth mentioning that until 1980, there was no
specific training path differentiating the profession of doctor from
that of dentist. A person becomes a dentist through specialization,
after obtaining a degree in medicine, and therefore sharing the
same medical degree with other medical specializations. Currently,
however, some dentists have a medical degree and some dentists do
not as there is a specific degree in dentistry and it is not necessary
to graduate first in medicine. Dr. Stramezzi accedes to the request
for clarification by beginning with the formulation (Garfinkel and
Sacks, 1970; Heritage and Watson, 1979, 1980; Orletti, 1983, 2000;
Fele, 2009) let’s make it clear which defines the activity he is about
to perform1.

The answer to his training retraces the path followed since
high school. The details provided go far beyond the presenter’s
question by emphasizing the quality of the education received and
the doctor’s achievements. The education took place on time or
even ahead of schedule, and the score achieved was the highest.
The high school was completed in 4 years (not 5 years as in
Italian high schools) at a school in German-speaking Switzerland.
University was completed in the allotted 6 years. There were even
three specializations that the doctor sought to achieve. And before
these, he obtained a degree in Medicine with honors.

In the interviewee’s statements, there is a lot of implicit
information to which he seems to refer, to reinforce the idea of
a distinguished training course. The non-ordinary character of
the training course must be derived by the listener based on the
knowledge of the world. The common-sense knowledge shared
by the majority of the audience includes the fact that the school
in the German-speaking part of Switzerland is synonymous with
seriousness and social exclusivity, that one does not generally
graduate in medicine in due time, and that being admitted to one
specialization is extremely difficult, let alone three. The doctor,
however, does not make this knowledge explicit and defers to the
ability of the audience to activate it in its own minds. He merely
expresses a list of objective facts, aiming at identifying himself
as an expert by resorting to the elements, the type of studies,
their duration, the marks obtained, and specializations that the
external social context offers him for this purpose and that have a
documentary, not subjective, character.

The use of external contextual factors, in Mehan (1991) terms
“distal circumstances”, is made relevant by the presenter’s initial
question, which transforms these factors from external elements to
elements that guide the interaction and activities of the members,
i.e., they become “members’ phenomena.”

The doctor then states to the presenter that he deals with the
spinal column at the temporomandibular level and that he is in any
case a doctor. He then adds, to reaffirm his expertise in the field
of infectious diseases, that he has passed an examination on this
subject with a distinguished scholar, and that he did so with honors.

He invokes confirmation from his “opponent”, Pregliasco, on
the quality of the examining professor, but the virologist does not
join the discussion.

1 Formulations are metacommunicative comments (Orletti, 1983, 2000)

used to describe what happens in the interaction. They provide order and

rationality in the interaction.
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Extract 1 Stramezzi’s education.

1. GIL >
◦◦al ◦◦ lo ↑ra < do↑ttor =Stra <mezzi >

so Dr Stramezzi

(( Dr Stramezzi turns his face to his left))

2. GIL inta ↑nto =deve =chiari ◦◦
>rmi <

◦◦
>perchè =◦◦ io ◦◦

<. miei ◦mi ◦ =han detto che =è
odontoiatra =◦e◦: =>poi mi dicono che =◦è◦ =medico <,

first of all, can you just explain... I’ve been told that you are a dentist, then that
you’re a doctor

((he moves his hands, with downturned palms, to the left, then to the right))

3. GIL vogliam =chiarire =se↑ =

we want to be clear whether

((his hands briefly face the camera, then move to the sides))

4. ((Dr Stramezzi nods))

5. STR [ >chiariamo <

Let’s make this clear

6. GIL [ =è medico ha fatto la laurea in medici ↑na ◦
>perchè <

◦,

Are you a medical practitioner? Do you have a degree in medicine? Because...

7. STR >chiariamo < (.) allora mi sono laure[ato

Let me be clear. So, I graduated...

8. GIL [giusto per corrette[zza

Just to be precise

9. STR ((he turns his face and looks down to the right))

[mi sono, >
◦allo ◦ra < intanto ho fatto il liceo, nella Svizzera tedesca,

sono =>ho fatto la maturità in qua ↑rta liceo <, poi ho fatto medicina e in sei anni >mi sono
laureato a Pavia con ce ↑ntodieci =e=lode <, ◦◦h◦◦ =poi ho fatto, tre specialità di cui una non
finita =>igiene =e=medicina =preventiva =come=il =collega <, ◦che ◦ non ho finito perchè sta ↑vo
entrando nella terza >

◦perchè avevo vinto il concorso ◦
< [in realtà io mi occupo

di colonna verte:brale

I, well, first of all I went to High School, in in German-speaking Switzerland, I got my
diploma a year early, then I did a degree in Medicine in just 6 years. I graduated with a
first-class degree in Pavia, then I did three specializations, one of which I never
finished... Hygiene and Preventive Medicine, like my colleague... which I didn’t finish
because I was starting the third, because I had won a place, I am actually an expert
on the spine

((he brings both hands up toward his shoulders while moving his fingers))

10. GIL [ecco qui

Ah, ok

11. STR con =a livello dell’ >articolazione =temporamandibolare <

with, in terms of the temporomandibular joint

((he points to both temples with his index fingers)) >in =ogni =caso < <so↑no,
comunque, un medico >

in any case I am still a doctor

((he looks to his left))

un medico è se ↑mpre un medico,

a doctor is always a doctor

((he looks down))

(Continued)
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Extract 1 (Continued)

12. STR a parte che, adesso non è che voglia, incensarmi, >però <

l’esame =di =malattie =infettive =del =professor >Elio =Guido =Rondanelli < che sicuramente il
professor Pregliasco, sa chi fo ↑sse,

apart from the fact that, it’s not that I want to boast, but in the exam on Infectious
Diseases with Professor Elio Guido Rondanelli, I am sure Professor Pregliasco knows who I’m
talking about

13. ((Dr Pregliasco pushes his glasses into place with his right hand))

14. STR >io ho preso trenta, e lo ↑:de < così come, in terapie =>ci[oè < in malattie infettive
tropicali e subtropicali

I got a perfect score, as I did in tropical and subtropical therapies, or rather,
infectious diseases

15. GIL [ma ↑ =quindi =diciamo =i ↑o sto ↑ su sta ↑ sedia, pe ↑rchè, sono, competente,
questo =mi=stai dicendo no ↑?=

so I am sitting here because I am
competent, that’s what you’re saying, right?

((he looks at Dr Stramezzi))

16. STR =no:, [ ◦◦no◦◦ allora io [non sono

No, no, I’m not

17. GIL [ ◦e↑h◦

Eh

GIL [ ◦◦eh=nsomma◦◦ =non è↑, non sono non sono un idra ↑u↑lico no ↑ ecc[o >questo volevo dire < con
tutto il rispetto per gli idraulici,

Well, I mean, you’re not, I’m not, I’m not a plumber, that’s what I wanted to say, with all
due respect for plumbers

18. STR [no ↑ non sono un =◦◦ idrà ◦◦ = sono un semplice medico, =

No, I’m not a plumb...I’m just a doctor

19. GIL =<po↑sso parla ↑re > di medicina, =

I can talk about medicine

20. STR =direi [di sì

I would think so

21. GIL [questo e ↑h=

Exactly

22. STR =>sono un semplice medico che quando c’è stata un’emerge ↑nza <, c’è stato un appello
dell’ordine dei medici, a: fe ↑bbraio, duemilaventi,

I am simply a doctor who, when there was an emergency, in
February 2020 and the Medical Association called...

The conductor takes up the interviewee’s words with a
summarizing formulation (Orletti, 1983, 2000), expressed in the
form of a request for confirmation to the interlocutor, in which Dr.
Stramezzi’s competence is reiterated.

The conductor and interviewee co-construct the latter’s identity
as a doctor, paradoxically opposed to that of a plumber, who
would have no right to intervene in therapeutic issues. The
paradoxical comparison is introduced by the presenter and
serves to dismiss and not answer what seems to us to be
an underlying question: can any category of doctor, regardless

of their specialisation, be considered an expert in the fight
against COVID?

Stramezzi responds to this unspoken question by recalling that
in February 2020, at the height of the care crisis, the regional
medical authorities called for the intervention of all doctors,
whatever their specialisation.

We will see later in Fragment No. 2, how in the confrontation
with Pregliasco, it is not so much Stramezzi’s identity as an expert
that is being questioned, but the effectiveness of his therapies that
are not provided by national guidelines.
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4.2. Expertise at the test bench

After a heated exchange with the doctor opposing him in the
transmission, Professor Pregliasco, on the function of Ffp2 masks,
Dr. Stramezzi shifted the topic of discussion to the therapies to be
used in the case of COVID patients.

It should be recalled that at the time of the interview, the
national guidelines were limited to prescribing, in the event of
infection with fever, the use of Tachipirin, a drug based on an
antipyretic, paracetamol, and watchful waiting, i.e., monitoring the
evolution of the disease. Prescribing drugs, stating the existence of a
possible treatment for COVID-19 infection, places the doctor who
does so outside official medicine. But this is Dr Stramezzi’s strong
point, in his view, and this is where he shifts the focus. The topic
is introduced, quite unusually in a televised debate2, not by the
presenter but by the interviewee, who on line 59 (Extract 2) states
“I would like to talk about cures here”. The presenter expresses the
acceptance of the topic proposal by means of a deontic modality
(you have to speak of treatments) reinforcing the action.

The reaction of the conductor, who reiterates that the
action proposed by the interviewee is necessary, allows him
to take over the conduct of the interview again. Stramezzi
enacts insubordination (Leonardi and Viaro, 1983; Orletti, 2000)
which could undermine the conductor’s directing power over the
interaction but which is minimized by the conductor’s reprise
which qualifies it as a required action.

While broadly following the structure of an asymmetrical
institutional interaction, the host–respondent interaction often
requires negotiation of interactional power (see Boden and
Zimmerman, 1991; Drew and Heritage, 1992; Orletti, 2000; Orletti
and Caronia, 2019). Certain critical moves, such as introducing the
topic of discourse, or the expression of an evaluation, may require
the joint action of the parties. We can observe in line 92 that the
evaluation is a “sequential product”, achieved through the moves of
the interviewee and interviewer. Giletti asks the interviewee how
many people he has treated. The quantitatively relevant answer,
1,500 people, is by itself an evaluation. The presenter comments on
it with the discourse marker “ecco”, which has in Italian, in face-
to-face interaction, the meaning of confirmation and acceptance.
The use of ecco in this case can be likened to what Poggi et al.
(2011) consider a confirmation signal. As before in line 21 of
fragment 1 (questo è/Exactly), Giletti seems to move away from
the neutralization stance (Clayman, 1988, 1992; Greatbatch, 1988;
Orletti, 2000; Clayman and Heritage, 2002) proper to the presenter.
However, he manages to maintain a kind of neutrality through
the adoption of these confirmation signals, which, unlike actual
agreement, are more an acceptance of the transmitted information
than the expression of an opinion.

In the host’s question, in the use of the verb curare, there is a
semantic finesse since in Italian curare can have a telic or non-telic
value (Vendler, 1957). In this meaning, with the past verb form, the
interplay with the value of completeness given by the verbal tense
makes curare take on a telic value, whereby curare has an endpoint,
i.e., the healing, or the regression of the illness at least. Giletti

2 The respondent, Stramezzi, would thus in this turn assume “semantic

dominance” in the terms of Linell and Luckmann (1991).

asks the interviewee how many people he has treated. According
to this interpretation, Giletti by means of his question asks how
many have been treated and achieved the goal of overcoming the
COVID infection.

The attitude of neutrality returns in the concluding phase
of the broadcast, in which the impossibility of formulating a
definitive opinion on the question of cures is reiterated with Giletti’s
expression “we’re not getting out of it” (non ne usciamo).

We observed that, in turn, Stramezzi alters the asymmetrical
structure of the journalistic interview (line 92, Extract 2) according
to which it is the interviewer who asks questions and who
introduces themes (Orletti, 2000) by taking the floor without
being questioned and deciding what to talk about. The presenter
makes the theme proposal his own and brings the interaction back
to order.

It has to be said that the conduct of the presenter is perfectly
in line with what is described in the CA literature on journalistic
interaction (Clayman, 1988, 1992; Greatbatch, 1988; Orletti, 2000;
Clayman and Heritage, 2002), especially for that neutralistic stance,
which the journalist must have in the interaction with regard to the
transmitted content.

In close confrontation between Stramezzi and Pregliasco on
therapeutic choices in which very strong adjectives such as “insane”
and “dangerous” are expressed to comment on the treatments of
the dentist-doctor, Giletti never takes a position.

He performs his task as an elicitor of information through a
succession of explicit, direct questions, which give the doctor the
opportunity to explain and describe his therapies, that are not in
line with the official guidelines. The questions are pressing and
require increasingly specific information.

Assessments of the effectiveness or otherwise of the proposed
treatments are lacking and the comparison is left to the two doctors.
The interviewer manifests the caution in expressing personal
points of view and evaluations which is typical of broadcast
interviews. This type of caution was defined by Clayman (1988,
1992), in a reinterpretation of Goffman’s concept, as the so-called
neutrality footing, both because neutrality is a trait required by
the professional deontology of journalism, and because, as it has
been suggested in the CA literature on broadcast interviews, the
interviewer is not the real recipient of the elicited information but
acts as an interface between the audience and the interviewee.

As it has been pointed out by the cited authors, neutralistic
stance is achieved through the joint effort of interviewer and
interviewee; it is a joint interactional achievement.

In the limited cases in which an evaluation emerges, i.e., at
line 16, Giletti activates in the production format roles that see
him neither as author nor principal, according to Goffman (1981)
distinction. Here, he becomes the animator of the words spoken
by Stramezzi, who turns out to be the actual author and, in the
final formulation, he reaffirms the role of Stramezzi as expert
by quoting his words. The presenter does not take authoritative
responsibility for the evaluation. While maintaining a neutral
position, the presenter contributes to Dr. Stramezzi’s expertise
coming to the fore through the questions addressed to him, which
disproportionately broadens the interactional space occupied by
the doctor. It is evident that Dr. Stramezzi’s expertise is a result
of the combined efforts of the presenter and the interviewee (line
81–83). Although Stramezzi goes to great lengths in expounding
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elements demonstrating his expertise, this emerges thanks to
the host’s contribution, however, not through explicit stances or
overtly positive judgements, but through the way the interview
is conducted (the pressing of questions on this specific topic and
affiliative moves). The confrontation is kept on an equal footing,
without the emergence of epistemic authority and thus certainty.
Stramezzi’s construction of his role is realized by the doctor using
technical medical language, with both specific and collateral terms
(Serianni, 2005; Orletti and Iovino, 2018; Orletti, 2019)3. The
adoption of the technical language variety should identify him as
someone who knows; nevertheless, it is not enough to speak like a
doctor to be recognized as competent in medicine.

The display of “expert” knowledge is continually challenged by
the antagonist, Pregliasco, through negative and highly insulting
judgements, formulated by referring to national and international
guidelines, and not to the expertise of an individual physician. In
addition to the ascertained invalidity with experimental studies of
the proposed solutions, the heavy burden of side effects they have
is emphasized.

There is a lack of objective data and testimonies in favor of
the proposed therapeutic choices. Senator Sgarbi’s intervention says
nothing about Dr Stramezzi’s qualities as a doctor but builds his
identity as a cultured person, an art lover, and a member of an
important family. All qualities relate to the man but not to the
professional. It shall be seen in due course how, in terms of rhetoric,
this pertains to some aspects of the individual’s ethos, but adds
nothing to his epistemic authority, and consequently the possibility
of arriving at a certain solution.

5. The rhetorical focus: the doctors’
ethos

We will now address the negotiation of the epistemic authority
of Dr. Stramezzi, Dr. Pregliasco, and of the critic Sgarbi from
a rhetorical point of view. Drawing on the classic Aristotelian
perspective that considers language as a medium of persuasion
(Rhet. 1354a 4–6), we will illustrate how the interviewees appeal
to ethos in arguing their opposite thesis. The term ethos denotes
the persuasiveness of a person’s character (Rhet. 1356a) and differs
from pathos (the persuasiveness of an appeal to emotions) and
logos (the persuasiveness of logical arguments using examples or
enthymemes). A pre-Aristotelian tradition, founded by Isocrates
and predominantly adhered to by the Latin rhetoricians, defines
ethos as the speaker’s prior reputation and social standing,
thereby contradicting the predominance of Aristotle’s discursive
construction of a self-image. Aristotle’s concept of ethos pertains
solely to the credibility built up by the speaker by means of
what he says (dia tou logou, Rhet. 1356 a 1) and not by means
of external factors such as his fame (doxa). In this respect,
although starting from a different epistemological horizon, a
common trait of rhetoric and CA could be found in the fact that
the latter examines the self-representation of the speaker in the
making of the discourse, while Aristotle’s concept of ethos relates

3 Drew and Heritage (1992) has identified the issue of “lexical choice” as a

key element of institutional interactions.

to the trustworthiness established by the speaker through their
utterances.4

The notion of ethos has been borrowed and differently declined
in various horizons of linguistic research, including among others
the pragmatics-semantics (Ducrot, 1984), the discourse analysis
(Maingueneau, 1999), and the pragma-dialectical approach (van
Eemeren and Grootendorst, 2004). The perspective adopted herein,
which intersects with that of CA, necessitates the selection of the
conceptualization of ethos advanced by Amossy (1999, 2001), which
integrates sociological and pragmatic insights into a rhetorical
perspective derived from Aristotle and built upon Perelman’s new
rhetoric. Perelman believes that the study of argumentation has
many sociological applications because the speaker’s discourse is
audience-oriented. To effectively develop his argumentation, the
speaker must communicate in a language that is understood by
his audience and link his argument to the theses accepted by his
hearers. Therefore, the recovery of the social and extralinguistic
dimension is present in the new Perelmanian rhetoric on the
axiological and socio-cultural levels. It is using common knowledge
and beliefs that the speaker attempts to make his audience share his
views (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958; Amossy, 1999, 2001).
In this framework, ethos is then considered with reference to the
self-image constructed by the speaker in the discourse, the image he
or shemakes of his or her audience, and the credibility that listeners
attribute to him or her (Amossy, 1999).

6. Ethotic arguments

The image that the speaker tries to convey of himself to enhance
his credibility by means of what he says (dia tou logou, Rhet. 1356a)
is the most persuasive argument (Rhet. 1365a). Unlike the well-
known virologist Pregliasco, Dr. Stramezzi is not acknowledged
and will have to build his credibility in the space of an answer to
the presenter’s question. To reach this objective, he must display
moral virtue (arete), skills, and practical wisdom regarding the
subject matter (phronesis) along with goodwill toward the audience
(eunoia) (Rhet. 1378a 6–19). The purpose of the third seems to
correspond to the choice of an enallage of person, a figure of speech
that consists of replacing a grammatical element with another—
in this case, the pronoun “me” substituted by “us”—which has
been classified among the figures of communion (TA 188). In
saying “chiariamo/let’s make this clear”, Dr. Stramezzi implements
a strategy of complicity to make the audience actively participate in
his exposition. His inclusive use of the pronoun “us” corresponds
to a plural of modesty (Benveniste, 1946) and is intensified by
Stramezzi’s actio: he looks down and nods, showing benevolence
to the interviewer and the audience since his very first utterance.
Not even the use of specialist terminology, which recurs several
times in the description of his brilliant educational background,

4 : “[…] Proofs (pistis) from character are produced, whenever the speech is

given in such a way as to render the speaker worthy of credence—we more

readily and sooner believe (pisteuomen) reasonable men (epieikeisi) on all

matters in general and absolutely on questions where precision (akribeia) is

impossible, and two views can be maintained. But this e�ect too must come

about during the speech, not through the speaker’s being believed in advance

to be of a certain character” (Rhet. 1365a 4–13).
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Extract 2 Stramezzi’s prescriptions.

59. STR [ >d’accordo <, vorrei parlare di cu:re qua,

Well, I’d like to talk about cures here

60. (.)

61. GIL e:: lei =deve =parlare di cure, =

and you have to speak about cures

62. ?? =◦◦eh◦◦ =

eh

63. GIL =però

but

64. STR perchè le cure <e↑sisto ↑no>=

because cures exist

65. GIL =<e so ↑no quelle che lei di ↑ce>, che sono alternative, =

and they are the ones you talk about, that are alternative

((he looks down))

66. STR =>ma=non=sono =alternative < è medici ↑na, [io dice-

But they aren’t alternative. It’s medicine. I was saying...

67. GIL [ ◦◦ma◦◦

but

68. PRE [ma quale medicina, sono delle, conside[razioni <a↑ssurde

[esagerate >, ma=perchè ho letto quello che prescrive

What medicine? They are absurd, exaggerated opinions, because I’ve read what
you prescribe

69. STR [ ◦◦allora ◦◦ professore

Well, Professor

70. STR [se lei mi fa parlare, ma pe ↑rché =

If you let me speak, because

71. PRE =[perché ho letto quello che prescrive ed è <demenzi:a ↑le > ed è pericoloso,

because I’ve read what you are prescribing and it’s insane and it’s dangerous

72. STR [ >anzi <, (??) colleghi,

no, no colleagues

73. PRE racconta[ ◦◦rlo ((??)) ◦◦

to talk about it

74. STR [demenziale =>cosa =ha=letto che ho prescritto io scusi? =>cosa
ha=letto =di =quello =che=ho scritto =io? <=

Insane? What have you read that I’ve prescribed? Sorry? What is it
I’ve written that you’ve read?

75. PRE =>delle co ◦se ◦
<=delle prescrizioni de ↑menzi ↑ali per dei [malati di covid,

things about insane prescriptions for Covid patients

76. STR [ >allora <, io non so che cosa lei abbia scritto- =[letto di me

Look, I don’t know what you have written, read about me

((he looks to the left))

77. GIL [ >allora < che co =come=sa=ecco >un ma[lato di covid < che co ↑sa le darebbe? =

(Continued)
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Extract 2 (Continued)

Well, what, how, I mean, what would you give to a Covid patient?

78. STR [(??)

79. STR =allora la ma[lattia di covid,

Well, Covid...

80. GIL [cosa non funziona [eh

What isn’t working?

81. STR [è un <vi ↑rus re ↑spiratorio >, che e ↑ntra nell’alveolo, cre ↑a infiammazione e con
l’infiammazione cerca di, ◦◦an◦◦[dare =colonizz[are altre cellule, >ma non so↑lo quelle
del polmo ↑ne<,

is a respiratory virus which gets into the alveolus, creates
inflammation and with the inflammation tries to go, to colonize
other cells, but not just those in the lungs

82. GIL [sì [mi spieghi,

Yes, but can you explain...

83. STR >di =tutti gli organi di tutti i tessuti dopodiché =entra persino nel microbiota e
va=a=rispodursi < e

>quindi noi dobbiamo <, abba ↑ssare l’infiammaz ◦ io ◦ne, cercare di, rallentare la replicazione del
vi ↑rus, e, cercare di <blo ↑ccare > il suo ingresso nelle cellule, con alcuni farmaci che esisto [no
tipo la (??)ina,

in all the organs, in all the tissues, then it even gets into the microbiota and starts
to reproduce so we have to reduce the inflammation, try to slow down the replication of
the virus and try to block its entry into the cells with some existing medicines like...

84. GIL [ <qua: ↑li farmaci >?

Which medicines?

85. GIL quali farma[ci? (??)

Which medicines?

86. STR [ >antinfiammatori <, qualsiasi infiammatorio [è pi ↑eno di =di

Anti-inflammatory, any anti-inflammatory medicine is full of ...

87. GIL [tipo?

For example?

88. (.)

89. GIL [lei cosa prescrive, >perché < lei ha detto [ha curato quanti medi- =

What do you prescribe? Because, you’ve said you’ve cured
how many...?

90. STR [(??)

91. STR [aspirina:,

aspirin

92. GIL =quante persone ha curato lei? =

How many people have you treated?

93. STR =ormai siamo a più di millecinquecento, =

It’s more than 1500 now.

94. GIL =>
◦ecco ◦

< cosa dà?

Ok, so what do you prescribe?

95. STR >allora do antinfiammatori a seconda del tipo di paziente <, non esiste [una ricetta fissa

Well, I give different anti-inflammatory medicines depending on the
type of patient, there isn’t a standard prescription

((porta le mani in alto in parallelo tra loro))

((He lifts his hands in a parallel position))
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disturbs this communion with the audience, thanks to gestural
deixis that clarifies the meaning of unfamiliar medical terms [see
lines 12 (Extract 2)]. Although his current field of intervention
does not concern infectious diseases, Stramezzi reinforces his
phronesis by resorting to a tautological diaphor (A doctor is always

a doctor). Here, we have an improper extension of the principle of
authority since his generic authority (to be a doctor) is reinforced
by tautology while expanding its scope to a specialist context.
Similarly, Stramezzi refers to himself by naming the authoritative
professor by whom he has been taught and evaluated. At this
point, he is interrupted by the presenter, who legitimizes Stramezzi’s
presence in this context by summarizing the doctor’s words with a
litotes (I’m not a plumber, that’s what I wanted to say). Stramezzi
then goes on to point out twice that he is merely a doctor who
responded to an appeal from the nation in times of danger. While
achieving a credibility effect by building his ethos in terms of
arete as well through a constant note of submissive modesty,
he is interrupted once again by the presenter. The latter asks
Stramezzi to explain and substantiate the accusations leveled at
the institutions’ management of the pandemic during an earlier
public event, in which the doctor spoke of a health dictatorship.
Stramezzi downplays his judgement [in some things; s. line 46–
47 (Extract 3)] and introduces the topic of false information given
by virologists on television, according to whom masks serve no
purpose in protecting the wearer.

Stramezzi gains ground in the discussion by means of an
exemplum [Rhet. 1357b]: during the pandemic, the civilian
population seems to have been governed by a concealed
dictatorship, which appears, in some cases, to have passed on
incorrect information, as in the case of “the ineffectiveness
of the mask for those who wear it.” Stramezzi proceeds
with inductive reasoning from a single case, but this is
a false analogy, as he associates a complex and structured
phenomenon such as health education with the issue of the
dissemination of deliberately inaccurate information, amplified
by the superlative (very wrong, sbagliatissime) and the adverbial
locution (every night, tutte le sere). Moreover, it is precisely
an inductive fallacy based on an undue generalization (a dicto

simpliciter ad dictum secundum quid) believing that the use
of the mask as it works for transplant recipients should have
worked to protect against COVID, whereas the research then
in progress was studying a whole series of differentiations
from the specific case of COVID transmission. Additionally,
this exemplum is uttered in the form of an apostrophe and
a rhetorical interrogative (line 47, Extract 3), namely with two
rhetorical figures that establish a communion with the audience
(TA 168). At this point, the virologist Pregliasco, spokesperson
for the institutions, is inevitably called upon and intervenes in
the discussion.

7. Ad personam counterarguments

Pregliasco does not debate by opposing the false analogy with
scientific information, exposing its character as an argumentative
fallacy. The audience misses the complexity of the argument, and
when Pregliasco replies that even for transplant recipients it is not
totally effective against COVID, precisely by differentiating and not

generalizing, he does not seem to have countered effectively. At
various times during the broadcast, Pregliasco does not directly cite
studies nor put forward data or any arguments pertaining to the
logos. He merely counters with repeated ad personam hyperbolic
arguments (lines 71, 75) and calls Stramezzi’s treatments insane and
dangerous. These were also refuted by ad ignorantiam argument:
All treatments have not been tested and may have side effects, so
the only therapy that can be given the benefit of the doubt is the
one written in the guidelines because it has fewer side effects. It
is an argumentative fallacy since the argument is not based on
certainty but only on the fact that the thesis asserted applies and
there is no evidence to the contrary. It is an argumentation used in
interactions where the antagonist lacks argumentative fortitude but
finds himself as if backed into a corner by not being able to prove
the opposite (Lo Cascio, 2009, p. 320).

On several occasions, Pregliasco uses the weapon of personal
attack to delegitimise his opponent in the eyes of the audience (s.
lines 68, 71, 75; Extract 2). During the discussion, every part of
Stramezzi’s empirical and medical arguments is annihilated with
words of outrage or exaggeration, but never with reference to
direct medical studies, nor specific information. The strength of
the setbacks inflicted on his opponent is justified by the fact that
Stramezzi implicitly undermines the epistemic authority of the
official guidelines by defending his treatments. But Pregliasco’s
counterargument is based on the constant recourse to authority:
just generic “studies” or “guidelines” are mentioned, mostly
conveyed through loci of quantity (all the studies are saying that. . . )
(TA § 22). As Amossy (2010) reminds us, the ad hominem argument
must appear veridical or at least supported by evidence; it must be
related to the issue being debated, mentioned in the objectives of
the debate, and—most of all—be built on the values and models
of the community. All these criteria aim to justify the violence of
the ethotic argument at every level: the logical level that condemns
recourse to the passionate whose virulence covers and suffocates
the rational; the dialectical level that blames the imposition of
silence on the adversary, if not even his expulsion from dialogue;
the interactive level that denounces the effort to make the other
lose face; the linguistic level which deals appropriately with the
insult and outrageous terms that society does not tolerate. If these
criteria are not met, the ad hominem argument can even damage
the speaker who uses it. This seems to happen to Pregliasco who
is then invited by the presenter to give reasons for his criticism.
It is noteworthy that the presenter does not ask Stramezzi to
explain why his speech “would be” dangerous, but why it is. This
choice of indicative mode betrays an alignment with the virologist’s
positions, just as shortly before he had assumed Stramezzi’s
role in legitimizing his epistemic authority. The presenter thus
demonstrates that he continually intervenes in the construction
of the ethos of the interviewees, with the precise intention of
maintaining a kind of balance, without one doctor prevailing too
much over the other.

8. The commentator’s ethos

The notion of ethos sometimes refers to ethotic argumentation

(Brinton, 1986; Walton, 1999), and it is often divided between
“said ethos,” “shown ethos,” and “represented ethos,” the latter
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Extract 3 Functions of medical masks.

46. GIL =◦eh◦ (.) e ↑, quindi lei pensa che >siamo <=in =una

dittatura =sanitaria ◦◦mi spiega(?) ◦◦?=

so you think we are in a health dictatorship. Can you explain?

47. STR =>allora in alcune cose sì <, >sono stati dati dei messaggi

sba ↑gliatissimi fin dall’inizio <, ad esempio, tutte le =sere =si =sentiva in
televisione che le <ma↑scheri >ne no↑n servono a proteggere chi, chi le porta,
e=allora io avrei voluto rispondere a questi grandi virologi, come ma↑i allora
la =◦stiamo ◦ =la =facciamo mettere da <quaranta: =a↑nni > ai trapiantati =

then in some things yes, some very wrong messages have been given right from the
start, for example, every night we heard on television that masks do not serve to
protect those who wear them, and so I would have liked to answer these great
virologists, how come we have been making transplant patients wear them for
40 years?

being the representation of the ethos of a speaker by commentators
or members of the audience (Herman, 2022). In the television
programme, the role of the commentator is assumed by Vittorio
Sgarbi, who in offering a commentary on Stramezzi, simultaneously
constructs his own ethos in his statements. He makes use, in his
early statements, of the rhetorical figure of cleuasmos, a figure
of speech whereby the speaker pretends to belittle himself to
make himself better appreciated. It is a special form of irony (s.
Lausberg § 583) or rather of subtle self-mockery that the speaker
employs to make himself more sympathetic and trustworthy to
his hearers. The verb chleuázo means indeed “to joke, to delight”:
Using this figure, the speaker belittles himself, thus creating the
impression of being a humble person of practical wisdom who
knows well the limits of his own knowledge and intelligence as
well as those of others. As noticed by Reboul (1994), cleuasmos

belongs to the figures of ethos, because it shows a speaker who
praises his own qualities in speech constructing his expertise.
Sgarbi presents de facto a disadvantage as an advantage: he is
not competent in infectious diseases, still he claims to be an
expert connoisseur of Dr. Stramezzi. In reality, Stramezzi’s ethos
represented in Sgarbi’s words does not coincide with Stramezzi’s
self-representation (the “said ethos”). The words with which Sgarbi
describes Stramezzi do not refer to his excellent medical training
(§ 4) nor the COVID cures of his patients. The represented
ethos adds nothing on the level of phronesis, as Sgarbi merely
describes Stramezzi as a man of great artistic sensitivity and, in
mentioning the works of art in the doctor’s valuable collection,
constructs his own ethos as a art historian and art critic. In
other words, Stramezzi’s epistemic authority is not enhanced by
Sgarbi’s commentary. However, Sgarbi, by mentioning the doctor’s
valuable collection, implicitly alludes to the doctor’s economic
status. The audience thus concludes that Stramezzi did not treat
so many patients out of mere economic interest. In this way,
his disinterestedness makes him more popular with the audience:
he shows benevolence (euonia) toward not only his patients, but
toward the entire public.

Sgarbi’s rhetorical strategy focuses only on ethotic arguments
in support of Stramezzi, but without mentioning any direct ad rem
arguments. Even if Stramezzi himself repeatedly invites others to
talk about medicine, Sgarbi merely comments that Dr. Stramezzi
has already won the public’s sympathy, as evidenced by the text

messages he received during the broadcast from people who
would like Stramezzi to be their doctor. Sgarbi does not add
any relevant data on Stramezzi’s medical expertise in any part
of his speech. He solely praises the doctor’s abilities to appear
credible and humorously suggests that Pregliasco should change his
(rhetorical) strategy.

9. Conclusive remarks

However, it is perfectly legitimate to argue through authority
if the argument is explicit, and it is known exactly who said
what (Plantin, 2011), while it is not acceptable for this rational
need for explanation to be replaced by the implicit insertion of
authority into the discourse (just mentioning studies, guidelines in
general), thus removing it from the possibility of refutation. To
counter Stramezzi’s theses, Pregliasco does not mention studies or
concrete data; he only uses ad personam arguments that do not
seem to work. Moreover, even when he counterargues Stramezzi’s
claims with data toward the conclusion of the interview, he is
not convincing, or rather persuasive. This could be explained
both through Pregliasco’s wrong evaluation of the audience’s
common shared knowledge and values (endoxa), and with his
lack of attention in building his credibility. He takes his epistemic
authority for granted, without taking into consideration the
necessary preliminary “agreement” with the audience (Perelman
and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1958, part II, § 15).

It is not self-evident that one comprehends the intricacy of
the various kinds of masks or even the complexity of examining
patients with bare hands due to the mode in which COVID is
transmitted. In contrast, Stramezzi is always didactic both in words
and gestures5. For example, when he says that he examines the
patients with his bare hands and the virologist criticizes this mode
of operation of his, he does not use concrete data to say that this
is not risky but again resorts to the fallacious reasoning of the

5 Another perspective of analysis relevant to the study of the negotiation of

epistemic authority in the medical field could be that of multimodality; cf. in

this respect Vincze and Poggi (2022), Orletti (2022b), along with Alfonzetti

et al. (2023). We postpone a more in-depth study in this direction to a

later study.
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exemplum to generalize (I am still alive, so it is not dangerous

to visit patients without gloves), and even of the etymology of
the word surgeon, which derives precisely from the Greek chiros

(hands). On closer inspection, he self-assigns himself the authority
of a true surgeon, emphasized by the movement of his body that
accompanies his statements with an appropriate actio (he shows
and waves his hands in the air as if it were empirical evidence).
Pregliasco strongly criticizes this mode of operation, fearing a
dangerous risk, both for the doctor himself and for the patient,
citing a fact: The COVID virus may be respiratory, but it remains
active in the environment. However, his pressing and insufficiently
explanatory counterargument does not seem to prevail in the
discussion. Here is where Giletti has to intervene in bringing the
credibility of the ethos of the two contenders up to par and prefers
to balance the scales and concludes with the remark: “There is no
way out” (non ne usciamo).

Considering the results of the rhetorical analysis and the CA
on the ethos of the interviewees and the figure of the interviewer,
it has emerged how the latter deliberately intervened in the
construction of the epistemic authority of the representatives of the
two positions. The CA analysis revealed that, while the presenter
maintains a footing of neutrality in conducting the interview, a
position of affiliation emerges in favor of Stramezzi. This occurs
both through the space given to him to describe his expertise
and in the repetition and underlining with summary formulations
and repetitions of the evaluative elements expressed. But all this
is not enough, the clash remains balanced without any epistemic
authority emerging that overpowers the other and thus certainty.
These findings are added to those of the analysis of the ethos of
the three participants in the interaction, to identify—without any
claim to exhaustiveness—the main strategies and argumentative
chains used to gain credibility and to prevail in the discussion.
The linguistic-rhetorical mechanisms used do not pertain to the
field of dialectical discussion, but aim at a direct attack on
the opponent’s thesis; therefore, en dernière analyse both the
rhetorical and conversation analyses and demonstrate a thoughtful
polarization of the dialogue, wherein the two sides are portrayed
as representatives of two incompatible perspectives with entirely
disparate attributes.

COVID alternative home care treatments or official guideline
therapies present a pertinent example to explore for the purpose of
constructing ethos, as there is a continuous and fervent discourse
from a variety of doctors and virologists, also related to the vexata
quaestio of vaccinations and the diverse views concerning public
health, safety, and individual freedom. A look at ethos as the most
persuasive argument (Rhet. 1365a) may prove useful in similar
media interactions, in a perspective that combines sociological
and pragmatic insights into a rhetorical perspective derived from
Aristotle and built upon Perelman’s new rhetoric (Amossy, 2001)
to explore persuasions strategy in the broader context of medical
research communication.

The interaction examined here in the dual perspective of
analysis is therefore paradigmatic of how in the media arena the
scientific authority of Dr. Pregliasco—an academic virologist with
clinical experience who occupied “the first place among the most

cited experts” (Neresini et al., 2023)—must be accompanied by
constant attention to building one’s credibility with the public, to
building one’s role as an expert.
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